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Understanding social interactions among students comprises a rich area of physics education research.
Here we focus on the social interactions in introductory physics laboratories (labs). Most existing research
in such contexts focuses on within-group social dynamics, however, we argue that interactions between
different lab groups are just as valuable, especially in nontraditional (reformed) labs where students have
more control over the experimental designs. Using video recordings of lab sessions and social network
analysis methods, we examined whether and for how long groups interact with each other, comparing
across three offerings of an introductory mechanics course. We observed significant variability in the
interactions across lab sessions and no clear pattern in how strongly lab groups were connected in the
networks between the different courses. More prolonged intergroup interactions, however, occurred in
three of the four reformed lab sections, as compared to a traditional lab section and a reformed lab section
that took place in the evening. We also developed a group-level social role classification scheme based on
groups’ interaction patterns, identifying four roles: noninteractors, information seekers, responders, and
mutual interactors. We found that groups in the traditional lab section disproportionately acted as
noninteractors, indicating that many groups in this lab did not engage in intergroup interactions at all. In
contrast, groups in reformed lab sections took on the remaining three roles more frequently. We also found
possible relationships between the distributions of the social roles within each type of lab by the groups’
gender compositions. All-male groups took on interactive roles more often than all-female and mixed-
gender groups in the reformed lab sections, but not in the traditional lab. Results indicate that the amount of
time students spend on intergroup interactions may depend on the lab curriculum itself, the time of day of
the section, and/or the student population of the section. Still, instructors can encourage collaboration
between lab groups through direct prompts, but such prompts need to be repeated throughout the semester.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Much of educational theory is built on the premise that
learning is social and occurs through a participationist
perspective [1–3]. Constructivist theory similarly posits
that learners construct knowledge in the context of their
specific social surroundings [4,5]. In tandem, education
researchers in physics and other science disciplines have
demonstrated that interactions with peers enhance under-
graduate students’ academic achievement [6–9], self-
efficacy [10], and persistence [11–13], and also decrease
undergraduate students’ physics anxiety [14].
With clear benefits from student interactions, a plethora

of evidence-based instructional styles that call for students
to engage in such interactions have emerged in the

education research literature. These developments warrant
more detailed analyses of how students interact with peers
in specific learning environments. Several studies have
compared the interaction networks of physics students in
different active learning environments [15–17]. For in-
stance, one study found that students in a Modeling
Instruction physics course (where students work in small
groups to construct models, beginning with qualitative
descriptions of phenomena and building up to quantitative
representations [18]) formed an interactive community,
while students in a traditional lecture course (with no
structured group work) were more isolated, with little to no
social connections between peers [15]. Another study
compared student interactions across various active learn-
ing formats in physics using positional analysis [17]. They
found that students who start the semester positioned in
groups of close peers form stable interaction networks
throughout the duration of the course. This finding held
true across multiple instructional styles.
Evidently, it is important to examine how students

interact with peers during different kinds of instruction.
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Here we focus on student interactions during instructional
laboratories (labs). Because of the nature of experimental
tasks and small-enrollment sections, students engage
heavily in group work in introductory physics labs.
Students place high value on socialization and help-seeking
opportunities in such labs as well [19,20].
However, existing research on social interactions in

introductory physics labs is largely focused on within-
group gender dynamics [21–27]. While these studies are
important for understanding the social dynamics that occur
among students working in the same lab group, students
may also benefit from observing and engaging in discus-
sions with peers in other lab groups. For example,
collaborating with other groups allows for the exchange
of information (e.g., experimental procedures or results),
clarification of a point of misunderstanding, or fulfilling a
lack of equipment. In line with the constructivist point of
view, students build their understanding and inform their
experimental decisions through interactions with others
both within and beyond their own group (i.e., their
complete social surroundings). As Lowe et al. describe,
“being able to eavesdrop on related conversations, notice
the issues confronting other students, and overhear the
questions they are asking to the instructor, can all play a
role in assisting the learning process” [28] (p. 53). In other
words, students’ engagement in and understanding of lab
activities is improved when they can hear about alternative
approaches to or perspectives on the ongoing investigation.
Broadening the current understanding of within-group

interactions in the physics education research (PER) liter-
ature to the interactions between different lab groups is thus
necessary to further grasp the role of socialization in labs.The
aim of the current study is to examine the extent and patterns
of intergroup interactions in different kinds of introductory
physics labs. We apply methods of social network analysis
(SNA) to video data of five separate lab sections in three
offerings of an introductory physics lab course.

A. Interplay of lab curriculum and social interactions

Research has shown that the instructional style of a
lecture course impacts the amount and structure of inter-
actions among students [15–17]. The same is likely true of
labs. That is, the nature of lab tasks likely affects the
motivation or number of opportunities students have to
engage in interactions with other groups. For instance,
groups in a traditional physics lab follow the same
experimental procedure, leaving little advantage to seeking
information about others’ approaches.
Physics education researchers, however, have prompted

a move away from traditional, model-verification labs and
toward inquiry-based labs that focus on experimentation
skills rather than content reinforcement [29–34]. While
traditional labs ask students to solve closed and structured
problems, reformed labs promote more complex concep-
tions about the nature of science by having students make

and reflect on their own decisions [31]. These nontradi-
tional labs better support students’ agency and engagement
in scientific abilities [33–39] and views about experimental
physics [33,40,41] compared to traditional labs. Such
reformed labs also place higher emphasis on teamwork,
collaboration, and communication skills [30,42]. Reformed
labs may require students to select their own research
questions and design their own procedures, often resulting
in different lab groups approaching the lab activities in
different ways or arriving at different findings [43]. While
students in reformed labs may get a lot of help from their
immediate group mates, they are likely going to succeed
more by exploring the diverse methods and findings of
other groups.
One goal of the current study is to directly compare the

impact of traditional and reformed physics lab curricula on
intergroup interactions. Researchers in biology education
have conducted a few studies in this vein, examining
interactions in course-based undergraduate research experi-
ences (CUREs). Similar to reformed physics labs, students in
biology CUREs engage in iterative experimentation to
address research problems with no predetermined or known
answers [44]. One study found that students in CUREs
discuss their labwork with friends, professors, family mem-
bers, and other students more than students in traditional
biology labs [45]. Another study used recorded video data
and SNA to examine interactions in different biology lab
courses [46]. They found that intergroup interactions are
more frequent in CUREs than in traditional biology labs.We
predicted similar results for our study: given that the nature of
reformed physics labs is similar to that of CUREs, intergroup
interactions may be more prevalent in reformed physics labs
than in traditional physics labs.

B. Gendered social dynamics and
peer perceptions in physics

Understanding social interactions in physics labs
undoubtedly requires attention to both gender dynamics
and gendered peer perceptions. First, prior research dem-
onstrates that within-group peer interactions in physics labs
are subject to inequities. Such studies unanimously found
gendered task division within mixed-gender lab groups:
women typically write up the lab report or supervise the
group, while men typically handle the equipment or
analyze data [21–27]. As a specific example, Doucette
et al. [24] conducted interviews and ethnographic obser-
vations to inform a new framework for equity in intro-
ductory physics labs. They defined four archetypes or roles
that students may take on in this setting, which depend on a
student’s gender and level of initiative. They proposed that
men with more initiative are “tinkerers” who handle the
experimental equipment and women with more initiative
are “Hermione” archetypes that take a supervising role. On
the contrary, a male student with low initiative may be
considered a “slacker,” while a female student with low
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initiative might be considered a “secretary.” This work
provides an evidentiary basis for the different roles students
take on within their lab groups. Similarly, we might expect
different types of roles to emerge at the group level when
considering intergroup interactions.
One goal of the current study, therefore, is to characterize

group-level roles and determine whether these roles are
related to a group’s gender composition. Interactions
between groups are likely sensitive to peer perceptions,
given the agency students have in whether or not to engage
in such interactions. For example, individuals tend to work
with others they view as skilled or knowledgeable [47].
However, a gender bias within peer perceptions has been
observed across science, technology, engineering, and math
(STEM) disciplines [48,49]. These studies found that
students view male peers as stronger in the course material
than female peers, even when women outperform men in
the course. Perceiving men as more knowledgeable in the
course than women might lead students to interact with all-
male or mixed-gender groups more than all-female groups.
Another study evaluating peer perceptions [50], however,

found contrasting results with respect to the prevalence of
gender bias. They attributed the different outcomes to the
differences in the students’ course level and majors (an
upper-level, small-enrollment mechanical engineering
course versus an introductory, large-enrollment biology
course) and demographics (a majority-male course versus
a gender-balanced course) of each study’s sample. A similar
phenomenon may also arise when examining the patterns of
student interactions in labs serving different populations.Our
study, therefore, aims to determine whether different gen-
dered interaction patterns emerge in the different courses.

C. Current study

As physics instructors shift toward implementing lab
curricula that develop students’ experimentation skills, it is
critical that we understand the impacts of these labs on
student collaboration. In this study, we examine the
intergroup networks of introductory physics labs using
SNA to quantify interactions between groups. Our two
research questions are as follows:

1. How do the structural characteristics of intergroup
networks in three different introductory physics lab
curricula compare and evolve over a semester?

2. What are the social roles that groups in introductory
physics labs take on and are the distributions of these
roles different across groups of varying gender com-
position and across groups in three different lab
curricula?

To address these questions, we analyzed video of five
introductory physics lab sections, spanning three different
lab curricula, for the entirety of a semester.
In the remainder of the paper, we present our study as

follows: In the next section, we describe the characteristics
of the analyzed lab sections, our video coding procedures,
relevant aspects of the SNA methodology, and our methods
of analyzing the data. In Sec. III, we present our findings
related to group-level networks (research question 1) and
social roles (research question 2). We end with a syn-
thesizing discussion of our results in Sec. IV.

II. METHODS

In this section, we first characterize the lab sections
included in the study and describe our methods of collect-
ing and coding video of the labs to produce network data.
Then, we present relevant principles and definitions related
to SNA. We finally describe how we analyzed the data to
address each research question.

A. Data collection

Our data come from five introductory physics lab
sections at Cornell University. Table I summarizes the five
sections by course, lab curriculum, and number of enrolled
students. Table II summarizes the self-reported demo-
graphics of students in each section. In all cases, the
sections were chosen because all students and the instructor
consented to being video recorded for research.
Sections 1, 2, and 3 were part of an introductory,

calculus-based mechanics course intended for physics
majors. Sections 4 and 5 were part of an introductory,
calculus-based mechanics course intended for engineers
and other STEM majors. As summarized in Table II, most
students in each section identified as White and/or Asian or
Asian American. Sections 1 through 4 had a majority of
men, while section 5 had a majority of women. In all
sections, most students were first-year students, though a
significant proportion in sections 4 and 5 were second-year
students.

TABLE I. Summary of the five lab sections we analyzed, including the physics course, lab curriculum, number of enrolled students,
and number of coded sessions.

Section Course (Major of intended audience) Lab curriculum Enrolled students Coded sessions

1 Intro. Mechanics (Physics) Early, Traditional 24 7
2 Intro. Mechanics (Physics) Early, Reformed 23 8
3 Intro. Mechanics (Physics) Early, Reformed 25 8
4 Intro. Mechanics (Engineering or other STEM) Recent, Reformed 19 8
5 Intro. Mechanics (Engineering or other STEM) Recent, Reformed 14 7
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Section 1 was a traditional lab, while sections 2 and 3
were reformed labs. Sections 4 and 5 were also reformed
labs, however they took place two years later than sec-
tions 1, 2, and 3. To distinguish the timing of the courses,
we will refer to the lab curriculum of section 1 as “early,
traditional,” that of sections 2 and 3 as “early, reformed,”
and that of sections 4 and 5 as “recent, reformed.”
In all five sections, students worked together in groups of

two to four to complete activities pertaining to a certain
topic. Table III summarizes the order of topics covered in
each session. All four reformed lab sections employed
similar pedadogical activities as described in Refs. [31–
34,51]. For example, in Pendulum I and II, students are
provided with the canonical model for the period of a
pendulum (see Ref. [52]). They are then prompted to
design, implement, and refine an experiment to test this
model. Students must also decide how to reduce uncer-
tainty in their measurements and how to extend their
investigation. The instructor periodically checks in with

each group, providing feedback and suggestions. In sub-
sequent lab sessions, the structure provided by both the
activity instructions and the instructor are gradually
relaxed. The early, reformed labs differ from the recent,
reformed labs through improved teaching assistant (TA)
training and general refinements based on observations
from implementing the earlier curriculum with many
students. The early, traditional labs provided students with
detailed instructions to carry out a particular experi-
ment to demonstrate a predefined outcome to support
student understanding of the underlying phenomenon
(see Refs. [35,53] for more detailed characterizations of
traditional lab pedagogy).
Here we focused on the eight sessions that were not the

introduction or final presentation sessions because there are
no lab tasks or group work in these sessions. Though many
previous studies using SNA in education research surveyed
students to probe the occurrence of interactions [6–9],
surveys can miss a lot of information due to recall bias,

TABLE II. Summary of the self-reported race or ethnicity, gender, intended major, and academic year of students in each lab section.
Numbers in parentheses are the N values corresponding to the percentages. For gender, students were given the options of male, female,
nonbinary, and self-disclose (with a place to type in their response). All students in this study selected either male or female. We note that
the computer science major is partly housed in the engineering school at this institution.

Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 Section 4 Section 5

Race or ethnicity Asian/Asian American 54% (13) 22% (5) 28% (7) 32% (6) 29% (4)
Black/African American 4% (1) 0 0 5% (1) 0
Hispanic=Latino 0 4% (1) 12% (3) 16% (3) 7% (1)
White 33% (8) 70% (16) 52% (13) 26% (5) 57% (8)
Multiple races or ethnicities 8% (2) 0 8% (2) 16% (3) 7% (1)
Other=Unknown 0 4% (1) 0 5% (1) 0

Gender Male 71% (17) 74% (17) 84% (21) 58% (11) 36% (5)
Female 29% (7) 26% (6) 16% (4) 42% (8) 64% (9)

Major Physics/Engineering Physics 58% (14) 39% (9) 36% (9) 0 0
Other Engineering/Computer Science 13% (3) 30% (7) 24% (6) 69% (13) 57% (8)
Other STEM 4% (1) 18% (4) 20% (5) 26% (5) 36% (5)
Unknown 25% (6) 13% (3) 20% (5) 5% (1) 7% (1)

Year First-year 100% (24) 96% (22) 96% (24) 53% (10) 71% (10)
Second-year 0 0 4% (1) 42% (8) 29% (4)
Third-year 0 4% (1) 0 5% (1) 0

TABLE III. Topics of lab activities for each section analyzed in this study. Sections 2 through 5 (all reformed labs)
covered similar topics during the same sessions of the semester, while section 1 (the traditional lab) completed
distinct activities.

Session
Section 1

(Early, Traditional)
Sections 2 and 3
(Early, Reformed)

Sections 4 and 5
(Recent, Reformed)

1 1D Motion Pendulum I Pendulum I
2 Newton’s laws Pendulum II Pendulum II
3 Force laws Terminal velocity I Objects in flight I
4 Energy exchanges Terminal velocity II Objects in flight II
5 Collisions I Hooke’s law I Hooke’s law I
6 Collisions II Hooke’s law II Hooke’s law II
7 Angular momentum Project I Project I
8 Oscillations Project II Project II
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where students fail to report significant interactions.
Therefore, we chose to record all sessions for each section
throughout the semester using video cameras overlooking
the whole classroom, allowing us to capture all intergroup
interactions taking place. Analyses in Refs. [22,33,54–56]
use a subset of this recorded video data.
Sessions were not analyzed if we did not have a video

recording of that session due to technical reasons or the
video recording did not visually capture all of the students
in the classroom (i.e., such that we could not confidently
infer all of the interactions taking place). Each lab section
had at least seven analyzed sessions, as summarized in the
last column of Table I. With each session lasting about 2 h,
this amounted to a total of roughly 76 h of analyzed video.
The five lab sections were held in three different class-

rooms with different table layouts, shown in Fig. 1, and
were instructed by four different graduate and faculty TAs.
The graduate TAs were all experienced TAs, one of whom
was familiar with physics education research. The faculty
TA was an experienced instructor in the physics depart-
ment. We discuss the roles of and limitations presented by
these additional variables throughout the paper.

B. Video coding

For each session we could analyze, we used video coding
methods similar to those described in Ref. [56] to identify
interactions between lab groups. This method codes for co-
location, assuming that (i) students who are at their own lab
table with their own lab group may or may not be
interacting with one another at a given time, but (ii) students
who physically relocate to another lab group’s table
temporarily are interacting with that other group. We coded
video in sections 4 and 5 exclusively for co-location, i.e.,
students moving around the classroom to other lab tables,
because each lab group sat at a table that was physically
separated from all other tables (Fig. 1). In sections 1
through 3, multiple lab groups could be seated at adjacent

tables (Fig. 1) and interact without moving from their own
table. For these sections, we coded for both co-location and
cross-table interactions between lab groups sitting at
adjacent lab tables. When lab groups sat at adjacent tables,
at least one group was always facing the camera such that
we could use facial movements and physical gestures to
infer when the groups were communicating.
For each lab session recording, we used BORIS [57] to

scan through the video, focusing on one group at a time. We
recorded which groups were interacting, which group
initiated the interaction (taken as the group who left their
own table for co-location and the group who started talking
first for cross-table interactions), and the length of the
interaction in units of time. This process was repeated for
all lab groups in the session. The coded data for each
session then contained the duration and direction of all
observed intergroup interactions. This video coding
method does not identify within-group interactions.
Four of us contributed to the video coding. We calculated

three reliability indices among coders per the methods
described in Ref. [56]: the Hamming distance, edge agree-
ment, and weight agreement. The Hamming distance is the
number of edges (interactions between groups) for which a
pair of coders disagree on their existence as a percentage of
all possible edges in the network. The Hamming distance
takes into account all possible edges in a network, includ-
ing those not coded by either individual coder, so this
measure subtracted from 1 serves as an upper bound of
intercoder reliability. Edge and weight agreement serve as
lower bound estimates of reliability. Edge agreement is
given by the number of edges coded by a pair of coders as a
fraction of the number of edges coded by at least one of the
two coders. Weight agreement is given by the sum of edge
weights (time duration of interactions) coded by a pair of
coders as a fraction of the sum of edge weights coded by at
least one of the two coders. The latter two measures can
be highly volatile, particularly for sparse networks.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the classroom layouts for the five lab sections analyzed in this study. Solid black lines inside each layout
represent the location of the classroom’s door. Classrooms for sections 1, 2, and 3 may have more than one lab group at adjacent tables.
All lab tables (and lab groups) are physically separated in the classroom for sections 4 and 5.
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For example, if one coder records edges A and B and a
second coder records edge A only, then the edge agreement
drops to 50% (agreement on one out of two unique
coded edges).
Table IV summarizes these three reliability measures for

two different lab sessions. As part of previous work [56],
three people coded session 2 of section 4, which contained
many intergroup interactions (dense network). To be
conservative, four co-authors also separately coded ses-
sion 1 of section 2, which was much less interactive (sparse
network). Based on the values shown in Table IV, our
measures of sparse networks are less reliable than our
measures of dense networks.

C. Methodology: Social network analysis

We drew on methods of SNA to analyze our coded data.
SNA is situated in the participationist view of learning [3]
and provides a useful methodology for illustrating and
quantifying social interactions during instruction. Here, we
only provide details about aspects of SNA relevant to the
current study. Table V summarizes important SNA terms
and definitions for easy reference. For those interested,
Refs. [14,58,59] offer holistic, approachable overviews of
SNA and means of applying the methodology in education
research.
Networks are composed of two main features: nodes and

edges. Nodes represent actors, in our case student lab
groups. Edges form the structure of connections among a
set of nodes, in our case the interactions between lab
groups. Edges can be either directed or undirected. Edges

of directed networks contain information about the direc-
tion of a connection, while those of undirected networks
do not. All networks in the current study are directed,
indicating which group initiated the interaction.
Once we have formed a network, we can quantify its

characteristics either at the individual (node) level or at the
network level. At the node level, we can quantify a node’s
degree as the number of edges connected to the node. In our
study, a node’s degree indicates the number of other groups
that node (group) interacted with. For a directed network,
we can specify a node’s indegree as the number of
incoming edges connected to the node (number of other
groups who initiated an interaction with that node) and the
node’s outdegree as the number of outgoing edges con-
nected to the node (number of other groups with whom the
node initiated an interaction). These measures provide
information about how central a node is to a network,
with a higher degree (more connections) indicating higher
centrality.
Edges may also be weighted, with the weight indicating

some measure of intensity of the connection. In our study,
we weighted edges by the duration of the interactions. We
can quantify a node’s strength as the sum of the weights of
all edges connected to the node. For our directed networks,
we can specify the instrength of a node as the sum of
weights of all incoming edges connected to the node (total
time spent on interactions initiated by other groups) and the
outstrength of a node as the sum of weights of all outgoing
edges connected to the node (total time spent on inter-
actions initiated by the group). Similar to degree, a higher
strength (stronger connections) indicates higher centrality.
At the network level, we can express the density of

connections as the fraction of possible edges that we
actually observe [14]. Mathematically, the density of a
network is given by

density ¼ number of observed edges
number of possible edges

:

TABLE IV. Ranges (averages) of pairwise intercoder reliability
metrics for two lab sessions.

Dense network Sparse network

Hamming distance 0.04–0.09 (0.06) 0.03–0.04 (0.04)
Edge agreement 84%–93% (88%) 66%–88% (76%)
Weight agreement 80%–88% (84%) 50%–85% (67%)

TABLE V. Glossary of network terms relevant to this paper.

Term Definition

Nodes Actors or entities (in this study, lab groups) connected in some way.
Edges The structure of connections (in this study, interactions) between nodes. Edges may be weighted, indicating some

measure of intensity of connections.
Degree The number of edges connected to a node. For a directed network, indegree is the number of incoming edges

connected to the node and outdegree is the number of outgoing edges connected to the node.
Strength The sum of weights (in this study, the time durations of interactions) of all edges connected to a node. For a directed

network, instrength is the sum of weights of all incoming edges connected to the node and outstrength is the sum
of weights of all outgoing edges connected to the node.

Density The ratio of the number of observed edges in a network to the number of possible edges that could exist with that
particular number of nodes. For a directed network of N nodes, density¼ðnumberof observededgesÞ=½NðN−1Þ].

Total strength The sum of all weights of all edges in the network.
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For a directed network of N nodes, the number of possible
edges (i.e., if every possible pair of nodes were connected
by edges in both directions) is NðN − 1Þ. Density values
range from 0 to 1 and give an overall sense of the nodes’
connectedness, with higher densities corresponding to
more strongly connected networks. Finally, we can also
determine the total strength of the network as the sum of all
weights of all edges in the network. The total strength, in
our case, indicates the total duration of intergroup inter-
actions in the session, which we can normalize by the
overall duration of the lab session and number of lab groups
present.

D. Analysis: Intergroup networks

To address our first research question, we used the coded
video data to create network diagrams illustrating the
occurrence and duration of observed interactions between
groups. As a first step, we qualitatively examined the
structural characteristics of the networks within and across
lab sections to identify general patterns of intergroup
interactions in these contexts.
To make comparisons quantitatively, we first calculated

and plotted the unweighted network density for all coded
sessions. The unweighted network density is the number of
pairs of groups that we observed as interacting scaled by the
total number of possible pairs of groups that could have
interacted. We emphasize that the measure is unweighted; it
does not take interaction duration into account. The
unweighted network density quantifies the connectedness
of lab groups, i.e., the diversity of information sharing.
We also calculated and plotted the normalized total

strength of each lab session, given by the sum of the
durations of all observed intergroup interactions divided by
the number of lab groups present and the duration of the lab
session. This index represents the average fraction of the
lab session that each group spent interacting with other
groups. Dividing by the number of groups takes into
account any differences between sections of varying size.
For example, consider two lab sections, one with five
groups and one with seven groups, with the same total
duration of intergroup interactions. The normalized total
strength will be greater for the section with five groups
representing that, on average, each group in this section
spent more time interacting than the groups in the larger
section. In addition, normalizing by the lab duration
ensures comparability between lab sessions, as shorter
lab sessions provide less time for interactions and longer
lab sessions provide more time for interactions. All
reformed labs were on average 2 h long, so we used this
as the lab length for all sessions of sections 2 through 5.
The traditional lab had more variable lengths (all shorter
than two hours). For this section (section 1), we used the
time from when the TA started the lab until the time the last
lab group left the classroom or the camera recording ended
(whichever occurred first) as the length of each session. The

normalized total strength provides information about the
durations of the observed interactions that are not captured
by the unweighted network density. Taken together, the two
measures provide a holistic picture of the number and
duration of interactions taking place in each lab section,
which we then examined over time and across different lab
curricula.

E. Analysis: Group-level social roles

To address our second research question, we identified
group-level social roles by classifying all N ¼ 265 lab
groups analyzed as part of this study (where each group in
each lab session served as a unique group observation) by
numbers and types of intergroup interactions. We used two
measures of centrality in our classification: normalized
instrength and normalized outstrength. A group’s normal-
ized instrength is the sum of the durations of interactions to
which the group responded (another group initiating)
divided by the length of the given lab session. High
normalized instrength, therefore, means a group spent a
considerable fraction of the lab session interacting with
other lab groups who approached them. A group’s nor-
malized outstrength is the sum of the durations of inter-
actions that the group initiated divided by the length of the
given lab session. This measure can be taken as a
quantification of a lab group’s information seeking behav-
ior, as it only takes into account the interactions in which
the group intentionally approached another group. In this
way, our social role identification and classification process
was grounded in our quantitative video coding data.
We ran a k-means cluster analysis [60] on the two

dimensions of normalized instrength and normalized out-
strength to get a sense of the groupings. The cluster analysis
suggested four distinct roles: groups that did not interact with
other groups at all (noninteractors), those that were primarily
initiating interactions with other groups (information seek-
ers), those that were primarily engaging in noninitiated
interactions with other groups (responders), and those that
engaged in both initiated and non-initiated intergroup inter-
actions (mutual interactors). We discuss the results of this
cluster analysis in more detail in Appendix A.
Accordingly, we labeled groups as noninteractors if they

had exactly zero normalized instrength and exactly zero
normalized outstrength. We labeled groups as information
seekers if they had exactly zero normalized instrength and
nonzero normalized outstrength. We labeled groups as
responders if they had exactly zero normalized outstrength
but nonzero normalized instrength. Finally, we labeled
groups as mutual interactors if they had both nonzero
normalized instrength and nonzero normalized outstrength.
To understand the nature of each social role’s inter-

actions in the lab, we evaluated the average durations of the
interactions for each social role. While all measures we
have described so far sum together a group’s number or
duration of interactions throughout the lab period, measures
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related to separate interactions unfold the subtleties in how
these groups behave. We calculated two different measures
of the average duration of individual interactions: one for
initiated interactions and one for noninitiated interactions.
That is, for all of the groups in each role, we calculated the
sum of all outstrengths (instrengths) divided by the number
of interactions that the groups did (not) initiate. We also
determined the average number of individual interactions in
which groups within each role engaged, again separated by
initiated and noninitiated interactions. These measures were
computed across groups in each social role and provided
more detail about how groups in each role engaged in
intergroup interactions (e.g., whether groups engaged in
many short interactions, a few long interactions, etc.).
Finally, we investigated the types of lab groups taking on

each social role. Considering all lab groups, we performed
chi-square tests to determine if role distributions differed by
group gender composition or lab curriculum. We also
conducted a preliminary analysis to compare the distribu-
tions of all-female, all-male, and mixed-gender groups
taking on each role within each lab curriculum.

III. RESULTS

In this section, we present our results in two parts
according to our two research questions. First, we describe
our findings about the evolution of intergroup networks
over the course of the semester in each course. Second, we
present our findings related to the social roles lab groups
take on and the relationship between social roles, lab
curriculum, and group gender composition.

A. Intergroup networks

Figure 2 shows example network diagrams for four
sessions of two different lab sections (1 and 4). These two
sections were chosen to illustrate two different lab curricula
(early, traditional and recent, reformed) and two different
classroom layouts (see Fig. 1). Each of the four chosen lab
sessions coincide with different lab activities and depict the
salient trends of each section over time. In the diagrams,
each node represents a lab group (two to four students) and
is positioned according to the actual table layout in the
classroom (see Fig. 1). Lab groups changed between
sessions, so the same position of a node over time does
not necessarily indicate the behaviors of the same students.
Network diagrams for all coded sessions of all five sections
can be found in Appendix B.
The diagrams in Fig. 2 suggest general qualitative

patterns of networks over time. For example, section 4
exhibits few intergroup interactions (fewer total edges) at
both the beginning and the end of the semester, but many
intergroup interactions (many total edges) during inter-
mediate sessions. This trend is as we might expect for
reformed labs. At the beginning of the semester, students
are still becoming familiar with the lab’s objectives and
their peers, possibly making them hesitant to reach out to
other groups. As the semester progresses, lab groups
become more familiar with each other and engage in more
open-ended investigations where they are encouraged to
share ideas with other groups. At the end of the semester,
students complete a project lab where each group explores
a more individualized topic. It is unusual for multiple lab
groups to pursue similar investigations during the project

FIG. 2. Sample network diagrams for four sessions of lab sections 1 and 4 produced from our video coding. Each node represents a lab
group and nodes are positioned according to the actual table layout of the classroom (Fig. 1). Node sizes are proportional to degree and
are scaled the same for all diagrams. Edge thickness is proportional to strength, the sum of the time durations of interactions. Edge
arrows point from the group that initiated the interaction to the responding group.
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lab, which provides less advantage to interacting with other
groups.
In comparison, section 1 (the traditional lab section)

exhibits visibly fewer interactions overall (few total edges).
Though the traditional lab activities are similar in nature
throughout the semester, we still see that the networks
change slightly over time. As with section 4, students in the
traditional lab are still becoming familiar with the lab and
their new peers at the beginning of the semester, evidenced
by the sparseness of the session 1 network. However, a few
more groups interact with one another in subsequent
sessions, perhaps due to increased familiarity with and
comfort around their lab peers.
While the diagrams offer useful visualizations of inter-

group interaction patterns, quantitative measures across all
five sections facilitate broader interpretations. Figure 3(a)
shows the unweighted network density—the fraction of

possible edges observed, not taking into account the
duration of interactions—of all coded sessions over time.
Patterns in the plot [Fig. 3(a)] align with the patterns visible
in the sample network diagrams (Fig. 2). For example,
section 4’s unweighted network density is low during the
first session, remains quite high during the middle sessions,
and then decreases for sessions 7 and 8 (the project lab).
The most apparent trend in Fig. 3(a), however, is its

overall noisiness: the unweighted densities are highly
variable across different lab sessions and sections. There
is no common trend over time that all (or subsets of)
sections follow. While section 4’s density is generally
higher than all other sections, no section’s unweighted
densities remain consistently higher or lower than the
others. We see that the traditional lab section (section 1)
has fairly low unweighted densities throughout, other than
a spike in session 3. One of the early, reformed labs
(section 3) also has low unweighted densities throughout,
while the other early, reformed lab section (section 2) has
low to medium unweighted densities (with spikes in
sessions 2, 7, and 8). Finally, the other recent, reformed
lab (section 5), unlike section 4, has moderate unweighted
density values throughout with a dramatic spike in ses-
sion 5. In this fifth session, there were only five lab groups
present and one group went around to every other group
asking about their findings, amplifying the unweighted
density value. The corresponding network diagram can be
found in Appendix B.
That there are no consistent trends across sections or

between lab curricula is particularly interesting given that
some sections share many features and still do not have
aligning trajectories. For instance, students in both the early
and recent reformed labs (sections 2 through 5) completed
very similar activities during each lab session (see
Table III). Nonetheless, all four of these sections exhibit
varying network densities within each session [shown in
light and dark gray in Fig. 3(a)]. Further, sections 4 and 5
took place within the same semester, course, lab curricu-
lum, and classroom and were instructed by the same TA.
Despite these similarities, we see that these two sections
exhibit remarkably different unweighted densities during
any given session. Such variability within sessions suggests
that the proportion of lab groups that interact with one
another is not dependent on the lab activity itself nor the
course, classroom layout, or TA.
Rather, the prevalence of intergroup interactions may be

due to other attributes of a lab section. We note two key
differences between sections 4 and 5 that may account for
the different numbers of observed interactions: the section
populations and the time of day of the sections. As
summarized in Table II, section 4 is majority men and
section 5 is majority women. Section 4 is also noticeably
larger in total enrollment (19 students) than section 5 (11
students). These differences suggest that the student popu-
lation of a lab section may impact intergroup interaction

FIG. 3. (a) Unweighted network density, the proportion of
observed edges to possible edges between groups, plotted over
time for all coded lab sessions. (b) Normalized total strength, the
sum of durations of all observed intergroup interactions scaled by
the length of the lab session and number of groups present, over
time for all coded lab sessions. Colors indicate the lab curriculum
and shapes indicate the lab section.
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patterns. In addition, section 4 took place in the afternoon
whereas section 5 took place at night. We suspect not only
that students are less prone to interact during labs that take
place in the evening based on the sheer time of day, but also
that the population of students who enroll in an evening
section may be inherently different than that of a section
during the day (e.g., student athletes or students with part-
time jobs may necessarily enroll in evening sections).
Figure 3(b) shows the normalized total strength—the

average fraction of the total lab time each group spent
interacting with other groups—for each lab session over
time. Similar to Fig. 3(a), the normalized total strength across
sections and over time is quite variable. We again see that
even among sectionswith the same lab curriculum(sections 2
and 3 and sections 4 and 5) or the sameTA (sections 4 and 5),
there is no alignment in the values and trajectories of this
network measure. That is, the values of normalized total
strengthvarywidely among lab sections for the same session.
This suggests that the proportion of lab time spent on
intergroup interactions, in addition to the proportion of lab
groups who interact with one another (unweighted network
density), is independent of the specific lab activity.
Instead, the normalized total strength of a lab section

seems to be dependent on the lab curriculum—traditional
or reformed—and the time of day of the section. The
normalized total strengths of both the traditional lab section
[section 1, shown in red in Fig. 3(b)] and the recent,
reformed lab section that took place in the evening
[section 5, shown in dark gray in Fig. 3(b)] are typically
lower than that of the other sections. This suggests that
groups in the traditional and evening lab sections spend less
time overall engaging in intergroup interactions. Viewing
interactions as the sharing of information, we infer that lab
groups in traditional and/or evening labs may be less prone
than lab groups in reformed or daytime labs to exchange
substantive information with other groups.
Though three of the reformed labs have higher normal-

ized total strengths than the traditional lab, each reformed
lab section again exhibits a unique trajectory over time.
Combining the information from both unweighted network
density and normalized total strength, we also observe
variable interaction patterns across these reformed sections.
For example, section 4’s normalized total strength is quite
high throughout the semester but tapers off toward the end.
Looking at both Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), session 6 of section 4
contained many interactions but these were relatively short
in length. We can see this in the many thin edges of this
session’s network in Fig. 2. In contrast, section 2’s nor-
malized total strength is generally low, but has a large
pickup at sessions 2 and 7. The duration of interactions is
quite large relative to the unweighted network density in
session 7 (for example, as compared to session 2 for
section 4), indicating fewer but longer interactions. Broader
interpretations of this variability will be explored in the
discussion.

B. Group-level social roles

To understand group-level behaviors, we classified
groups taking on different social roles and examined what
group attributes may impact the role they ultimately take
on. Figure 4 shows a point for every observed lab group
using the two continuous centrality variables we chose as a
basis for role classification: normalized instrength and
normalized outstrength. Because both centrality measures
are normalized as a fraction of the duration of the lab
session, possible values range from 0 to 1 with higher
values indicating longer time spent interacting. These two
variables exhibit power law distributions as is typical for
network data [61], making it difficult to tease apart the
many groups having zero or low centrality measures. As a
result, we performed a fourth root transformation on both
measures (as shown in Fig. 4) to normalize the raw data and
find patterns that would otherwise be difficult to resolve.
We chose a power law transformation over other types of
transformations, such as logarithmic transformations,
because these others would inherently change the structure
of our observed networks. We discuss this data trans-
formation in more detail in Appendix A.
Table VI enumerates the role classification results,

including each role’s mean centrality measures and mean
durations and numbers of both initiated and noninitiated
interactions. We see in Fig. 4 that our role classification
scheme meaningfully deciphers groups by their social
behavior:
Noninteractors: Lab groups labeled as noninteractors

do not interact with other groups at all, as every group
taking on this role has zero normalized instrength and zero
normalized outstrength. About 35% of the lab groups
observed in this study were classified under this role
(shown in blue in Fig. 4).

FIG. 4. Transformed scatterplot with a point for each observed
lab group based on normalized outstrength and normalized
instrength. Colors of each point indicate the social role assigned
to the group by our analysis.
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Information seekers: Lab groups labeled as information
seekers only engage in intergroup interactions that they
initiate, as all groups in this role have zero normalized
instrength and nonzero normalized outstrength. Information-
seeking groups on average spend 77 sec per initiated
interaction and engage in two separate initiated interactions.
About 17% of the lab groups observed in this study were
classified under this role (shown in green in Fig. 4).
Responders: Lab groups labeled as responders only

engage in intergroup interactions that other groups initiate,
as all groups in this role have nonzero normalized
instrength and zero normalized outstrength. Responding
groups on average spend 62 sec per noninitiated interaction
and engage in two separate noninitiated interactions. About
23% of the lab groups observed in this study were classified
under this role (shown in orange in Fig. 4).
Mutual interactors: Lab groups labeled as mutual

interactors engage in both initiated and noninitiated inter-
group interactions, as all groups in this role have nonzero
normalized instrength and nonzero normalized outstrength.
Mutual interactors on average spend 97 sec per initiated
interaction and engage in three separate initiated interactions.
These groups on average spend 95 sec per noninitiated
interaction and engage in three separate noninitiated inter-
actions. About 25% of the lab groups observed in this study
were classified under this role (shown in maroon in Fig. 4).
To illustrate this social role classification for one session,

Fig. 5 plots the network diagram for session 2 of section 4.
We chose this session because it contained the most
intergroup interactions and it exemplifies well three of
the social roles we identified. In this session, one group is
an information seeker (shown in green), one group is a
responder (shown in orange), and the remaining five groups
are mutual interactors (shown in maroon). The information
seeker group initiates three interactions (three edges point-
ing away from the green node) and does not engage in any

noninitiated interactions. The responder group exclusively
engages in noninitiated interactions (two edges pointing
toward the orange node). The remaining five groups all
have both incoming and outgoing edges, indicating that
they engaged in both initiated and noninitiated intergroup
interactions. No groups in this session were noninteractors,
however, this role is easily understood as nodes having zero
attached edges in the network.
Table VI also summarizes the types of groups that take

on each role. We see that all-female, all-male, and mixed-
gender groups take on the noninteractor role a similar

TABLE VI. Summary of social role analysis including each role’s mean centrality measures, mean durations and numbers of
interactions, and number of groups of each gender composition and lab curriculum.

Noninteractors Information seekers Responders Mutual interactors

Mean normalized instrength 0 0 0.009 0.014
Mean normalized outstrength 0 0.012 0 0.014

Mean� SD duration of initiated interactions 0 sec 77� 15 sec 0 sec 97� 18 sec
Mean� SD number of initiated interactions 0 2� 0.4 0 2.8� 0.3
Mean� SD duration of noninitiated interactions 0 sec 0 sec 62� 10 sec 95� 15 sec
Mean� SD number of noninitiated interactions 0 0 1.8� 0.2 2.6� 0.3

% (N) of total groups 35% (92) 17% (46) 23% (60) 25% (67)

% (N) of all-female groups 35% (9) 11% (3) 27% (7) 27% (7)
% (N) of all-male groups 36% (45) 16% (20) 17% (21) 31% (38)
% (N) of mixed-gender groups 33% (38) 20% (23) 28% (32) 19% (22)

% (N) of Early, Traditional lab groups 48% (19) 18% (7) 23% (9) 11% (5)
% (N) of Early, Reformed lab groups 38% (51) 18% (24) 17% (23) 27% (36)
% (N) of Recent, Reformed lab groups 24% (22) 16% (15) 31% (28) 29% (26)

FIG. 5. Network diagram of session 2 of section 4. Each node
represents a lab group and is positioned according to the actual
table layout of the classroom (Fig. 1). Node size is proportional to
degree. Edge thickness is proportional to strength. Edge arrows
point from the group that initiated the interaction to the
responding group. Nodes are colored by the social role assigned
to them by our analysis.
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amount (between 33% and 36%), with somewhat higher
variability in the other roles. Congruently, a chi-square test
reveals that there is no statistically significant associa-
tion between social roles and group gender composition
[χ2ð6Þ ¼ 7.8, p ¼ 0.25].
However, the association between social roles and lab

curriculum is significant [χ2ð6Þ ¼ 13.3, p ¼ 0.038] with a
moderate effect size (Cramer’s V ¼ 0.16, 95% C:I: ¼
½0.11; 0.26�). As summarized in the last three rows of
Table VI, lab groups in the early, traditional lab dispropor-
tionately act as noninteractors (48%),with very fewgroups in
this lab taking on the mutual interactor role (11%). The most
common role for groups in the early, reformed labs is
noninteractor as well (38%), though over a quarter of groups
(27%) act as mutual interactors. Groups in the recent,
reformed labs are primarily responders (31%) and mutual
interactors (29%), with comparably few noninteracting
groups (24%). That is, most traditional lab groups are
completely isolated and noninteracting (as can be seen in
Figs. 2 and 15 in Appendix B) whereas most lab groups
(76%) in the recent, reformed labs engage in at least one
intergroup interaction.
We further broke down the distribution of social roles by

group gender composition within each lab curriculum, as
shown in Fig. 6. Because of the low number of all-female
groups represented in this study, it is difficult to make
claims about this gender composition. At a general level,
we see that all-female groups do not act as information
seekers in the early, reformed lab, but do take on this role in

the recent, reformed lab. In terms of the other three roles,
the distribution that all-female groups exhibit is quite
similar across the early and recent reformed labs.
All-male groups are more interactive in the recent,

reformed lab (only 5% are noninteractors) than in either
the traditional (more than 50% noninteractors) or early,
reformed lab (more than 30% noninteractors). In parallel,
all-male groups are disproportionately mutual interactors in
the recent, reformed labs (47%)—noticeably more than
either the all-female (25%) or mixed-gender groups (23%)
in those labs. We also observe that all-male groups never
act as information seekers in the traditional lab, while all-
male groups take on this role in both renditions of the
reformed labs.
The most noticeable difference for mixed-gender groups

is that these groups act as mutual interactors more fre-
quently in the early and recent reformed labs (between 20%
and 25%) than in the traditional lab (8%). This increase in
mutual interactors is countered by a decrease in the
proportion of mixed-gender groups acting as information
seekers (about 30% in the traditional lab and about 17% in
both early and recent reformed labs). We discuss the
implications of this social role breakdown by both gender
composition and lab curriculum in the next section.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this study, we coded video recordings of five lab
sections throughout a whole semester for the existence and
duration of social interactions between lab groups. Though

FIG. 6. Stacked bar charts of the proportion of groups of each gender composition and in total that take on each social role within each
lab curriculum. The early, traditional lab contained no all-female groups.
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most prior work on social dynamics in introductory physics
labs focuses on within-group interactions [21–27], we
aimed to understand the extent and patterns of interactions
between lab groups. We specifically examined how inter-
group lab networks evolve over time for different lab
sections and identified the group-level social roles that lab
groups take on.
In response to our first research question, we found from

our analysis of unweighted network density that the
connectedness of lab groups is not noticeably or regularly
different across lab curricula. That is, although the nature of
the lab tasks in the traditional and reformed labs were quite
different, the number of intergroup interactions (taking into
account direction of interactions) was similar in both
settings. We emphasize that the measure of unweighted
network density does not take into account the duration or
number of separate interactions, rather it captures the
fraction of possible edges we observed (i.e., the fraction
of groups that interacted with each other at all).
In contrast, we found that the normalized total strength of

lab networks was generally higher for three of the four
reformed labs than the traditional lab. That is, students
spent a larger fraction of the lab session engaging in
intergroup interactions in these reformed labs than in the
traditional lab and the remaining reformed lab. With the
results of the unweighted network density, this suggests
that students in the reformed labs engaged in many
prolonged intergroup interactions, while students in the
traditional lab engaged in a few brief intergroup inter-
actions. These findings align with those of biology edu-
cation researchers [45,46] and suggest that the nature of
open-ended physics labs is likely conducive to more
substantive conversations between lab groups than the
single-right-answer and single-procedure tasks in tradi-
tional labs. Reformed physics labs may offer students more
opportunities to develop their experimentation skills by
troubleshooting with other groups [28]. Our results also
indicate that reformed labs tend more strongly to the
communicative goals put forth by the American
Association of Physics Teachers [30] than traditional labs.
Yet, the reformed lab section whose normalized total

strength was as low as the traditional lab points to another
lab section attribute that may impact the amount of
intergroup interaction: the time of day of the section. As
mentioned, this particular reformed section occurred during
the evening, while the other four observed sections took
place during the morning or afternoon, and the instructor
for this section also led section 4 (which had some of the
most interactions). Our results indicate that, despite the
ability of the lab instructions and instructor to promote
intergroup interactions, night labs may not be as conducive
to intergroup interactions as lab sections occurring during
the daytime. This may be solely due to the time of day, but
we also suspect that the types of students that enroll in night
labs (e.g., student athletes and students holding part-time
jobs) may play a role in the level of interactivity. Because

the instructor was the same in sections 4 and 5, we can rule
out the possibility of interactions being a result of instructor
characteristics. We note that these findings should be taken
as preliminary, as we only analyzed one traditional lab
section and one evening lab section. Future work analyzing
the intergroup interactions in more traditional lab sections
and sections at different times of day should be conducted
to test our baseline claims.
A closer examination of lab sessions with comparably

high interactions also offers insight into how instructors
may promote intergroup interactions in labs. We discuss
here one particular session (session 2 of section 4) of the
recent, reformed labs that had the highest unweighted
network density and second highest normalized total
strength. In this session, students investigated the angular
dependence of a pendulum (see Ref. [52]). Only one group
in the session performed an experiment precise enough to
distinguish the periods when released from 10° and 20°,
while the other six groups did not. The instructor explicitly
prompted the class to talk to other groups if they were not
convinced of this distinguishability, after which most of the
lab groups flocked to the one group who obtained this result
to ask about their experimental procedure. Our quantitative
analysis combined with these episode details suggest that
interactions among different lab groups are facilitated by
instructor encouragement to do so [62] and that instructors
can intentionally specify which groups are productive ones
with whom to interact. However, while evidence from this
one session demonstrates that students do follow such
instructor prompts, the number and duration of interactions
in this section mostly decreased for the remainder of the
semester. This pattern provides an important addition to our
instructional implications: while explicit instructor prompts
can encourage intergroup interactions, these prompts likely
need to be repeated throughout the semester.
In addressing our second research question, we identified

four social roles that lab groups take on: noninteractors,
information seekers, responders, and mutual interactors.
Noninteractors engage in no intergroup interactions, while
mutual interactors engage in both initiated and noninitiated
interactions. Moreover, mutual interactors engage in
roughly six separate intergroup interactions per session
(three initiated intergroup interactions and three non-
initiated intergroup interactions). The remaining two roles
are dichotomous: information seekers exclusively engage
in initiated intergroup interactions and responders exclu-
sively engage in noninitiated intergroup interactions. Both
information seekers and responders engage in two separate
interactions per session, fewer than mutual interactors.
Nearly half (42%) of our observed lab groups actively
chose to engage in intergroup interactions (i.e., took on the
information seeker or mutual interactor roles), evidence
that students not only value socialization in their intro-
ductory physics labs [19,20], but actually enact these values
in the classroom.
We found that the distribution of lab groups that took on

each of these four social roles was significantly different
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between lab curricula. Groups in the traditional lab dis-
proportionately (48%) took on the noninteractor role, while
the lab groups in the two reformed lab curricula were more
evenly spread among the other three roles. Previously, we
had found that the unweighted density (the fraction of
possible edges present) was similar between the traditional
and reformed labs. The proportion of noninteractor groups,
however, adds nuance to this result. Because our networks
are directed, up to two edges can appear between a pair of
groups based on which of the groups initiated each
interaction. Thus, the unweighted densities of two networks
can be comparable if a few groups are connected with two
edges in one case and more groups are connected with a
single edge in another. The larger number of noninteractor
groups in the traditional lab indicates that the intergroup
interactions in the traditional lab likely only occurred
between a small fraction of the groups present, with many
nodes isolated. In other words, fewer lab groups partici-
pated in intergroup interactions in the traditional lab than in
the reformed labs. These findings further corroborate the
claim that students in reformed labs are generally more
interactive than those in traditional labs [45,46].
Notably, only 24% of lab groups in the recent, reformed

labs were noninteractors, compared with 38% of lab groups
in the early, reformed labs. These results suggest that the
evidence-based modifications made to the reformed lab
instructions between the two analyzed course offerings may
have had led to more interactions between lab groups.
Alternatively, population differences between students in
the early and recent reformed labs may explain the varying
social roles. Students in the early, reformed labs were less
diverse than those in the recent, reformed labs. For example,
most students in the early, reformed lab intended to major in
physics, were first-semester college students, and were part
ofmajority demographic groups in the discipline (i.e.,menof
Asian/Asian American or White race or ethnicity). In
contrast, most students in the recent, reformed lab intended
to major in engineering or other STEM disciplines and were
more heterogeneous across demographic variables (gender
and race or ethnicity).
To probe the effects of demographics, we evaluated

whether groups’ gender composition impacted the social
role they took on. We found that the social role a lab group
took on did not depend on gender composition. Our results
also show that no group gender composition dispropor-
tionately acted as either responders or information seekers,
contrary to our expectations, suggesting that biased peer
perceptions were not at play in our analyzed lab sections. If
they were, we would expect all-male groups to largely act
as responders (other groups coming to them for help) given
the documented gender bias in students’ perceptions of
their peers in STEM courses [48,49]. However, these prior
studies were conducted at the course level, largely probing
students’ peer perceptions in lecture. Our study suggests
that future work should investigate whether the same level

of gender bias occurs in the context of lab rather than in the
context of lecture or discussion sections.
Finally, parsing social roles by both lab curriculum and

gender composition showed general trends occurring at the
intersection of these two variables. Though the number of
all-female groups was low in the study, none of the all-
female groups acted as information seekers in the early,
reformed lab but a small fraction took on this role in the
recent, reformed labs. All-male groups were noticeably
more interactive in the reformed labs than in the traditional
lab. This change was largely a shift from all-male groups
acting as noninteractors to acting as information seekers
and mutual interactors. Similarly, more mixed-gender
groups acted as mutual interactors in the reformed labs
than in the traditional lab. At the same time, fewer mixed-
gender groups acted as information seekers in the reformed
labs than in the traditional lab. Overall, it seems that the
recent, reformed lab offered more opportunities for all
group gender compositions to take on the three interactive
social roles (information seekers, responders, and mutual
interactors) compared with the other lab curricula. Based on
limited statistics, these observations should be viewed as
preliminary and should be tested in future work.
We end this section by acknowledging a few additional

limitations of our study. First, the demographic focus of our
analyses has been related to gender. We understand that
identity is multifaceted and that other demographic features
of individuals, such as race or ethnicity, age, and socio-
economic status, also impact the way students engage in
labs. Future research should examine the role of these other
factors in intergroup interactions, as well as examine the
replicability of these findings with other populations of
students, such as at other institutions. Second, our five
analyzed lab sections were different across multiple vari-
ables, including physics course, classroom layout, instruc-
tor, and time of day. This renders our claims about the
impact of lab instruction limited and we hope that future
work uses similar methods to examine traditional and
reformed labs with fewer between-section differences.
Finally, the aim of this study was to examine interactions
at the group level. We acknowledge that group behaviors
may represent or be heavily influenced by the personalities
of individual group members (e.g., one outgoing group
member initiating many interactions with other groups).
While our quantitative methods do not allow for us to
meaningfully tease out such tendencies, future work should
qualitatively investigate the relationship between individual
and group-level interaction patterns.

V. CONCLUSION

Most prior work on social interactions in introductory
physics labs exclusively focuses on within-group inter-
actions. However, interacting with peers outside of one’s
own lab group is beneficial for learning about possible
procedures and results, particularly in reformed labs where
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students have more control over the experimental designs
and outcomes. In this study, we examined the extent and
patterns of intergroup interactions in various lab contexts
using SNA. Our results from coding video of five different
lab sections suggest that lab instruction has the potential to
influence the extent to which students engage in intergroup
interactions. In particular, we offer preliminary evidence
that more prolonged intergroup interactions take place in
most of the reformed labs than in a traditional lab, with the
caveat that one of our observed reformed lab sections that
took place in the evening was comparable to the traditional
lab. We also identified four social roles that lab groups take
on: noninteractors, information seekers, responders, and
mutual interactors. We found that lab curriculum affected
social role distributions, such that lab groups in the tradi-
tional lab disproportionately acted as noninteractors, while
lab groups in reformed labs were more distributed between
the other three roles. Our results also present possible, but
unclear, effects of group gender composition on the social
roles in each lab context.
Our study provides meaningful implications for instruc-

tors of introductory physics labs. We saw that direct
prompts from the lab instructor to interact with other
groups did indeed lead to more and longer interactions.
Moreover, this instructor specified exactly which lab group
others may benefit from talking to, which stimulated
collaboration. These prompts were also driven by the lab
task: groups found very different results from one another
and in response talked to one another about their exper-
imental procedures. In reformed labs where experimental
designs are not directly provided, such instructor moves
that trigger students’ interactions with other groups may
allow for groups to refine their experimental decisions. At
the same time, however, we found that these direct prompts
toward intergroup interactions given in one session did not
carry over to future sessions and that very different amounts
of intergroup interactions took place in two lab sections
taught by this same instructor. Future work should further
examine the role of the instructor in stimulating interactions
among lab groups and whether this evolves over time and
differs across lab curricula.
The work presented here provides quantitative evidence

of intergroup interactions in instructional physics labs,
demonstrating the fruitful potential of combining video
data and SNA to understand student interaction patterns.
Given the implications for instruction, future work should
seek to understand the substance and effects of intergroup
interactions beyond the numbers and durations. For instance,
a qualitative analysis of video of interactions between lab
groups might afford insight into the “quality” of such
interactions. It could be the case that a short interaction
provides meaningful next steps to a group’s experiment,
while a longer interaction, for example, about students’
weekend plans, is entirely off topic. Understanding what
students talk about when interacting across lab groups and

what types of problems ormisunderstandings drive groups to
seek external help will further inform curriculum develop-
ment and instructional practice.
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APPENDIX A: CLUSTER ANALYSIS RESULTS
FOR SOCIAL ROLE CLASSIFICATION

For the second part of our main analysis, we aimed to
classify the N ¼ 265 lab groups observed as part of the
study into social roles based on their normalized instrength
and normalized outstrength. As is typical with network
centrality measures, distributions of both of these dimen-
sions were highly skewed [61]. A cluster analysis of the
raw data only meaningfully distinguished the outliers for
each centrality measure and did not tease apart the tight
distribution of groups with centrality values close to zero.
Though numerically all of these tightly packed groups
interacted with other groups a similar amount, we sought to
pull apart groups who engaged in any amount of intergroup
interactions from those who were strictly non-interacting.
We aimed to normalize the data as much as possible

before clustering. We could not perform a log-transforma-
tion because our centrality distributions contain many zero
values, for which the log-transform value is undefined.
If we were to shift these undefined values by taking the log-
transform of our centrality measures plus some constant,

FIG. 7. Histogram of the normalized instrength data using the
fourth root transformation. Though we maintain a peak at zero,
the rest of the data exhibit a fairly normal distribution.
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say one, we would inherently change the structure of our
observed networks by implying that every possible edge
exists. This option was thus not suitable for our data. So, we
turned to power law transformations and found that the data
first start to become normalized (with the exception of a
peak at zero) at the fourth root transformation (it remains
skewed at the second and third root transformations), as
shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
With these transformed data, we ran a k-means clustering

algorithm to determine the most meaningful clustering of
groups. To decide the optimal number of clusters, we used
the elbow method [63]. This method maximizes the
proportion of total sum of squares explained by the
between-cluster sum of squares. Figure 9 shows the elbow
plot for our data, indicating that k ¼ 4 clusters is the best
choice. The results of the clustering are shown in Fig. 10

and informed our social role classification. We see that
groups in Cluster 1 are essentially noninteractors with
small or zero values for both measures. Lab groups in
Cluster 2 have nonzero normalized instrength and nonzero
normalized outstrength, i.e., they are mutual interactors.
Cluster 3 groups exclusively engage in noninitiated inter-
group interactions (responders) and almost all Cluster 4
groups exclusively engage in initiated interactions (infor-
mation seekers). The classification scheme used in the main
text almost duplicates this clustering (see Fig. 4), with the
exception of a few lab groups that we relabeled in order
to maintain a consistent and well-defined classification
process (described in Sec. II. E.).
Importantly, we see in Fig. 10 that even at this level of

data transformation, there are no subtleties or patterns in the
data that are overlooked by our role classification. Even
within the mutual interactor cluster, there is no structure to
the data that suggests it can be broken down into smaller
groupings with more specific interaction patterns.

APPENDIX B: NETWORK DIAGRAMS FOR
ALL SECTIONS

Figures 11–15 display the network diagrams for all coded
sessions of all five lab sections. Each node represents a lab
group and nodes are positioned according to the actual table
layout of the classroom (see Fig. 1). In some sessions, not all
tables were occupied by a lab group, so there is no node
present at that table location. Labgroupswere not necessarily
the same in all sessions, so each node does not represent the
same group of students in all diagrams. Node sizes are
proportional to degree and are scaled the same for all
diagrams. Edge thickness is proportional to total strength,
the sum of the time durations of separate interactions. Edge
arrows point from the group that initiated the interaction to
the responding group.

FIG. 8. Histogram of the normalized outstrength data using the
fourth root transformation. Though we maintain a peak at zero,
the rest of the data exhibit a fairly normal distribution.

FIG. 9. Elbow plot for the k-means cluster analysis using the
data transformed with the fourth root function. Maximizing the
proportion of total sum of squares explained by the between-
cluster sum of squares informed our choice to perform cluster
analysis with k ¼ 4.

FIG. 10. Cluster plot showing a point for each lab group based
on their measures of normalized instrength and normalized
outstrength. Point colors indicate the cluster to which the group
was assigned using the k-means clustering algorithm.
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FIG. 11. Network diagrams for all coded sessions of section 1.

FIG. 12. Network diagrams for all coded sessions of section 2.

FIG. 13. Network diagrams for all coded sessions of section 3.
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